Get the key to business transformation and operational excellence

ARIS is the #1 market-leading business process analysis (BPA) and management software solution for organizations seeking to embrace digital transformation. But that change isn’t organic. It’s strategic. ARIS offers true transformation via tightly managed and controlled business change. No matter what your business does and what size it is, ARIS levels up your enterprise reality and paves your way to operational excellence.

What if you could?

- Achieve operational excellence?
- Secure agile transformation?
- Manage your enterprise with full visibility?
- Align your organization from end-to-end?
- Secure regulatory compliance and risks?

Making change happen

ARIS supports your business transformation—enterprise-wide, across departments, hierarchy, systems and locations. Document, analyze, optimize and communicate your end-to-end processes while considering risk and compliance. Complete operational excellence by deep process insights, enabling best decision-making.

“Getting ARIS is like hiring the world’s best player to join your team”

– Fibabanka
ARIS fits all your needs with comprehensive capabilities

Mature capabilities support your business and stakeholders for all their plans.

**Bring strategy to life**
Design, analyze, optimize, and communicate business processes to achieve excellence of your business. Through more efficient processes, ARIS enables to respond to changing business and market requirements more quickly.

**Make sure everyone is on the same page and changes are managed.**
Rollout and change management is a crucial aspect in every successful transformation. To achieve such a successful transformation, operating procedures and policies—stored and shared in a single source of truth—must be rolled out to your entire organization.

**Bring processes to life**
Business automation provides a set of tools that help to automate business processes. This includes RPA as a general technological approach but also process-driven SAP and IoT management.

**Get in-depth business insights**
ARIS Process Mining provides a comprehensive set of capabilities to measure and control the actual execution of processes. It allows you to automatically discover end-to-end processes and map them with process design for process conformance checking and tracking adoption rates.

**Be in total control of your business**
ARIS enables risk and compliance management through flexible implementation and efficient operation of an enterprise-wide system.

**Align business and enterprise architecture**
Enterprise Architecture Management enables the design, analysis and transformation of the enterprise architecture. Record and plan IT assets like applications, technologies or information in conjunction with business processes.

---

“ARIS enabled us to [...] identify areas of potential improvement much faster”
— Hermes
ARIS offers extensive modeling and dashboarding capabilities. Bring strategy to life with ARIS.

Get in-depth business insights and make the right decisions with ARIS Process Mining.

“We opted for ARIS because it was the most complete tool. That gave us more guarantees.”

– Telefónica

ARIS extensions

You can extend ARIS Enterprise just as you need it—according to your needs and projects. The ARIS extensions are here to support your expert use cases.

**Risk & Compliance** adds capabilities for integration of regulatory demands & operational risks into a single approach and Internal Control System (ICS).

**Rollout Add-ons** set up and manage conformation workflows.

**Simulation** adds capabilities to test what-if scenarios and get information about bottlenecks & improvement potentials.

**SAP® Solutions** adds capabilities to support holistic implementation & rollout of SAP projects, testing, communication, training & go-live support.

**Premium Document Storage** allows ARIS to be used for storage of up to 1 million documents.

**SharePoint Integration** supports users to work with SharePoint and ARIS in an integrated manner.

**3rd Party Integration** allows integration with 3rd party applications based on an API.

**Robotic Process Automation** adds a “workforce” of software robots to automate repetitive manual tasks and processes, fully integrated into your process landscape, and working in an unattended mode.
We love our customers—and they love ARIS!

ARIS supports your success whatever your plans and projects are. ARIS scales and grows with you, regardless of your plans and projects now or in the future. Achieve next level productivity and gain maximum potential from your business processes with ARIS.

What’s on your plan?

- Plan and execute your TRANSFORMATION
- Define your STRATEGY and align your BUSINESS
- Support IT/ERP/SAP IMPLEMENTATIONS
- Secure COMPLIANCE and manage AUDITS
- Cut COSTS
- Set up OUTSOURCING & SHARED SERVICES
- Support and manage CHANGE
- Reduce operational and strategic RISKS
- Set up an enterprise MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
- OPTIMIZE processes
- Reimage CUSTOMER JOURNEYS
- Manage CERTIFICATIONS
- Support RPA and IoT initiatives
- Measure PERFORMANCE
- AUTOMATE processes

“Going with ARIS to help us visualize our processes and optimize for the future was the difference between sinking or soaring.”

– KKB

ABOUT SOFTWARE AG GOVERNMENT SOLUTIONS

Software AG Government Solutions delivers leading edge software that helps the Government connect existing, new and future technologies together whether on premise or in the cloud. Leveraging our Government Integration Hub, webMethods, and our strategic IT portfolio platform, Alfabet, along with our highly effective “Prove IT First and Prove IT Fast” approach to solving mission critical IT challenges, we specialize in helping customers optimize large scale, mission critical solutions across complex extended enterprises. Learn more at www.SoftwareAGgov.com.
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